
MINI POI’S 
 

 

DESCRIPTION: 
Mini POI’s are small “arted up” portions of the world that are scattered about the zone and that we can 
use for a variety of purposes. 

 Emergencies – Used to spawn one or more types of zone emergencies. If possible, it is 

helpful to attach spawn actors to these spots. 

 

 Side Mission –Side missions could start here, the content could be phased, or it could 

introduce a minor star NPC that offers side missions throughout the zone, etc. 

 

 Discoveries – A Discovery is basically just visual storytelling. It could be a shack with a 

bunch of gun crates, rubbish, and an old skeleton. The player finds it and gets a small 

reward, and gets a little bit of minimalist storytelling. Discoveries could be tied to 

pursuits or exploration achievements. 

If appropriate, a Mini POI can be used for more than one purpose. 

Below is a list of all the Mini POI’s we’ve currently placed in the zone along with a short description 
about them and what we might try to do with them.  It is important to note that for the most part 
these can be arted up however you see fit.  What we’ve laid out was just to give an overall flavor but if 
a spot was left pretty generic by us (and many of them are) feel free to decorate it up however you 
want. 

Note:  The numbers listed after the names correspond to the numbers on the map. 



OLD MAN MURRAY (12) 

Location: 3509, 7, -115 

Usage: Side Mission 

 Consists of small house, truck, trailer, boat, boat ramp, fencing, dock, chair, small fridge, sports 
bottle, charred body, tree and a rock. 
 

 This spot will be used as the start of a side mission mystery possibly even tied into the Lawgiver 
outfit stuff. 
 

 Jeremy has already come up with a side story that can fit this spot.  Who does the burned body 
belong to?  Who killed him?  And why?  Jeremy figured the guy could be a geologist expert that 
was instrumental in getting Varus to purchase Ridgecrest.  When Ridgecrest originally produced 
worthless minerals, Varus had the guy killed and tried to cover it up.   
 

 

 

  



MURDER ISLAND (13) 

Location: 4184, 5, 795 

Usage: Side Mission 

 Consists of large tree with a skeleton chained to it, various skull piles, cages, burned bodies, 

torches, skull posts, a lean-to, mattress, and chest. 

 

 It’s on a small island and the player will actually have to swim to it to access it. 

 Jeremy figured this could be a place Raiders are brought to be executed when they fall out of 
favor with Mad Don.  They don’t call him “Mad” for nothing. 
 

 One of the cages has been left empty so we can drop in a NPC that the player could interact with 
to start a side quest. 
 

 

 

  



MYSTERIOUS HATCH (14) 

Location: 2681, 61, 499, 26,623 

Usage: Discovery/Season 2 side mission 

 Consists of industrial fencing, concrete slab, lamp post, gas pump, tanks and of course the 

mysterious hatch. 

 

 Just a mysterious hatch sitting in the middle of nowhere.  Is that French dialog being broadcast 

over my EGO?  And is the voice saying the same 6 numbers over and over? 

 This could be a spot that upon later content releases could actually have a small dungeon 
associated to it.  Until then, it just sits around baffling players who stumble upon it. 
 

 We could also decorate up the spot to make it look like it’s been vandalized or kids hang out 
here to drink and what not. 

 

 

  



ALIEN STONE CIRCLES (15,16,17) 

Locations: 2632, 111, 165  

                    2740, 56, 876 

                    2685, 144, 2016 

Usage: Discovery/Side Mission 

 There are three different sites each contains a ring of rocks, a central boulder, and one floating 

crystal (hopefully giving off some sort of interesting FX) 

 

 Like the Mysterious Hatch these are spots that just leave the player baffled as to what they are 

there for.  Do they do something?  Did someone build them?  Why are there three of them and 

why does each of them have a different colored crystal and a different number of stones 

surrounding it?  Is there some significance to them all falling on a North/South line? 

 

Each of the spots contains a different number of stones and a different color crystal.  This one had three stones 
and a green floating crystal. 

 



 

The next spot has four perimeter stones and a floating blue crystal 

 

 

The last one is right on the border of Madera and Marin.  It contains five perimeter stones and has a floating red 
crystal. 

 



BUG INVADED MINE (9) 

Location: 3091, 5, 1468 

Usage: Side Mission 

 Consists of mine entrance, mine cart, flood light, gulanite crates, gulanite ore stacks, water 

tower, small tool shed, large shed, warning signs, barricades (not pictured), knocked over truck, 

spilled gulanite, and assorted Hellbug props (mostly bones and dung) 

 

 The site of a small, unnamed mine that was overrun by Hellbugs.  Miners shut the door, threw 

up a sign and left.  Before they could drive away with the last load of gulanite, a monster Hellbug 

appeared and rammed the truck, knocking it over!  The driver was promptly killed and eaten.  

Barricades have been set up further down the road to discourage anyone from going back. 

 

 Combat against Hellbugs will take place here. 

 

 


